Other Program Specific Software

Summary

Many times an instructor will bring a new piece of software into the SOM landscape for a specific class or event. While these are not generally offered widely, we do have some help articles about them and list them here for completeness. If you search for these in our catalog, you can find the help items on them.

Other Program Specific Software or Applications

- Capital IQ
- Argus
- Palisades

Who can use it?

Typically a faculty member will require the use of a website, service or application as part of a program of study. Faculty and students are typically the audience for these

How much does it cost?

Some program specific software or licenses do have costs that are borne by the students

How do I get it?

Specific instructions on how to access, or get an account are typically emailed to the students

Related Policy and Procedures

- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HiPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles

Argus

Capital IQ

Palisade DecisionTools known issue

Palisade Decision Tools Suite Error after Windows 10 Anniversary Update

Stata: Changing License Info